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In this text and because our topic is about the German population of Czechoslovakia, the Czech names will be written first in German and then in Czech unless there is only a Czech version. 
The word Vertriebene will be translated with „expellees“ according to other English publications.  As Hans W. Schoenberg does in Germans from the East. A study of their migration, resettlement and subsequent group history since 1945, The Hague 1970.





“A village divided -
Integration of Sudetan Germans in Eastern and Western Germany 
1945 - 1989“





Introduction 

At their foundation, both German states had to deal with a mass migration. About 12.5 million ethnic Germans came according to the conference of Potsdam from Poland (for 8 million), from Czechoslovakia (about 3 million), from Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia. Most of them - about 8 million - were resettled in the western occupation zones. The census of 1950 counted about 4 million people of the former Eastern territories in the German Democratic Republic (GDR).
This process of integration soon became a topic of Western German social sciences and has recently become of interest again. Briefly, the studies apply a model of integration worked out by the School of Chicago. In order to describe the acclimatization of the newcomers they used markers of integration such as a marriage with a native partner, the loss of typical habits of the original region (such as special food), the widening of the circle of acquaintances, which includes not only other expellees, but also native persons. The conclusion is always positive, especially for the people of the third generation, who are acquainted with many non-expellees and have a social position not very different from those of the traditional inhabitants.  Thomas Grosser, „Von der freiwilligen Solidar- zur verordneten Konfliktgemeinschaft. Die Integration der Flüchtlinge und Vertriebenen in der deutschen Nachkriegsgesellschaft im Spiegel neuerer zeitgeschichtlicher Untersuchungen“, in : Dierk Hoffmann, M. Krauss, M. Schwartz (ed.) Vertriebene in Deutschland. Interdisziplinäre Ergebnisse und Forschungsperspektiven, Munich (Oldenbourg) 2000, pp. 65-86. 
The periodization of the integration shows a break at the end of the sixties ; in 1965 for example, less than 1% of the expellees belonged to a group organization related to their origin.  Markus Mildenberger, "Brücke oder Barriere? Die Rolle der Vertriebenen in den deutsch-polnischen Beziehungen", in : "Deutschland-Archiv" 33/2000/3, page 417. At that time the mass migrations of guest workers began and helped the earlier expellees feel like old inhabitants. They were replaced in the poorly paid jobs by a new shift of proletarians. In comparison with the others, the German migrants of the end of the war were “privileged“   Rainer Münz and Rainer Ohliger, "Deutsche Minderheiten in Ostmittel- und Osteuropa, Aussiedler in Deutschland. Eine Analyse ethnisch privilegierter Migration", in : "Demographie Aktuell" (Berlin) 1998/9, pages 4-43. also because they spoke German and in 1945 most were German citizens already. They were integrated in the re-building of Germany after the war without any particular difficulty.

As far as East Germany is concerned, the consequences of the end of the GDR and the reunification, there has been a growing interest regarding the integration of expellees in the former socialist Republic, a topic which had been ignored since the foundation of the East German state. The opening up of the archives led to an abundance of well-documented studies. The political framework is now well known and the latest publications have drawn a comparison to the integration in the Federal German Republic.  Dierk Hoffmann and Michael Schwartz (ed.), Geglückte Integration? Spezifika und Vergleichbarkeiten der Vertriebenen-Eingliederung in der SBZ/DDR, Munich (Oldenbourg) 1999. But it has also shown that it is no easy matter. Almost no archive collection has an equivalent on the other side of the former Iron curtain. The ways of assimilating the expellees were so different that there was almost no cross-section. 

Today the adaptation of the expellees is almost finished. The last generation who experienced the expulsion from their country and came as children or young people, is retiring ; most of their parents who arrived as adults in the German territory, have already passed away. Younger people are not concerned about such acclimatization problems as the earlier generation, because they feel like natives - an important marker of successful integration.  Jean-Pierre Garson and Cécile Thoreau, „Typologie des migrations et analyse de l´intégration“, in : Philippe Dewitte (ed.), Immigration et intégration. L´état des savoirs, Paris (La Découverte) 1999, p. 29. Therefore, it is worth trying to draw a balance of the integration process. 

All of our sources seem to confirm that the integration in the GDR happened in a similar way to that in the Federal German Republic (FGR) with the same social turn in the sixties which was also a political one (the building of the Berlin Wall). Moreover, research on migration has shown that integration is a fact. It always happens, providing that the same rights as the original inhabitants are guaranteed.  Gérard Noiriel, Etat, nation et immigration. Vers une histoire du pouvoir, Paris (Belin) 2001, p. 126. My point here then will not be the social process of integration. I will stress the importance of its institutional framework and ask about its internalization by the expellees. It is sometimes asserted that integration was better in Western than in Eastern Germany, because of the state’s financial help and because of the possibility to speak about the expulsion publicly - which was forbidden in the GDR.  Hans-Joachim von Merkatz (ed.), Aus Trümmern wurden Fundamente. Vertriebene, Flüchtlinge, Aussiedler : Drei Jahrzehnte Integration, Düsseldorf 1979, introduction. In fact the expellees made up a third of the migrants from the GDR to West Germany between the war and 1961.  Andrea Schmelz, Migration und Politik im geteilten Deutschland während des Kalten Kriegs. Die West-Ost-Migration in die DDR in den 1950er und 1960er Jahren, Opladen (Leske + Budrich) 2002. But it is not certain that all the expellees thought the same way. For example, the Federal Republic´s help for the newcomers did not initiate a mass migration to the West, as opposed to the fears of the lawmakers. 


Among the expellees I chose the case of the Sudetan Germans. Almost no expellee group is now so much present in the public eye. Especially in international relations, their organization is demanding restitution or at least some financial compensation for lost property from the Czech Republic. 
In order to overcome the lack of comparable archive material I used interviews. I have 52 recorded “life stories“  Daniel Bertaux, Les récits de vie. Perspective ethno-sociologique, Paris (Nathan) 1997, p. 31 sq. which last between two and six hours. The conversations evolved quite freely on the same basis questions about the role of the family, the question of staying in the GDR or going to the West, the relations with Czechoslovakia (now the Czech Republic). Thirty of the interviews are with Sudetan Germans who settled in East Germany who I met either through personal acquaintances or through the main organization of the former Sudetans, the Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft (SL) or “the association of fellow countrymen and women“.  The Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft defines itself as a political lobby to defend the rights of the Sudetan Germans especially concerning indemnities for the lost properties in the Czech Republic.  The other interviews are from the same village, Schönau/Šonov on the Bohemian-Silesian border. Schönau had about 900 inhabitants in 1945 and only a very small number could stay in Czechoslovakia as members of the few Czech-German families. Most of them were expelled to the American and Soviet zones after the Second World War. The population consisted of peasants with an average of 12 hectares of land and forest, and of artisans and of workers who were employed in the textile industry of the next town, Braunau/Broumov. Eighteen persons I met now live in the Western Länder (provinces) of Germany, one in the Czech Republic and only three in the Eastern regions of Germany. Some interviewed persons from Schönau belong to the SL but not all of them. However, they all joined a local organization of the former Kreis (district) of Braunau, based in Forchheim (Bavaria) and officially supported by the Federation of German expellees (Bund der Vertriebenen, Bonn). The aim of such local meetings is to sustain and relive the memories of the time before 1945.

It is, of course, quite difficult for someone to speak about such a long process as integration, in light of more than half of a lifetime spent in Germany. I have tried to reconstruct the representations, which could lie behind the stories told. The method I use is to identify the sentences, which are often repeated even if the people do not know each other. They are parts of a social discourse, which must first be put into context again. The use the interviewees make of these sentences is interesting especially in regard to contradictions a person may have made in the interview. These contradictions are a sign of a different mental arrangement, which makes a coherence between things, which normally do not fit together.  Jean-Claude Kaufmann, L´entretien compréhensif, Paris (Nathan)1996, pp. 96-102. Finally the anecdotes, which are told, are important according to the definition of Lutz Niethammer : they are like knots, which allow people to remember a particular aspect of everyday life.  Lutz Niethammer, „Annäherung an den Wandel. Auf der Suche nach der volkseigenen Erfahrung in der Industrieprivinz der DDR“, in : Alf Lüdtke (ed.), Alltagsgeschichte. Zur Rekonstruktion historischer Erfahrungen und Lebensweisen, Francfort/New-York (Campus), p. 284 and especially in its french version in : A. Lüdtke, Histoire du quotidien, Paris (Maison des Sciences de l´homme) 1994.

My hypothesis is that the integrative offer of both states had a deep influence on the expellees and their further self-definition. It helped the Sudetans not only to acclimatize, but also to become a key group in the new society, which was being built after the national-socialistic dictatorship. The main instrument of the two Republics to legitimate their existence to their people was social politics. The expellees were one of the groups, which were directly affected by the help of the authorities. 
My text is in three parts. The first one will sketch the integrative politics of Eastern and Western German states. The other two look at the Sudetans from their own point of view. The first of these two stresses their answers to the economic measures of integration. The second one deals with how they identified themselves with the state which they had come to live in. 



I. Integrative measures of the GDR and of the FGR


At the conference in Potsdam in August 1945 the American, Soviet and British allies agreed to the expulsion of most of the German population from Central and Balkan Europe. They did so in order to avoid new conflicts regarding German minorities. The new Polish state and Czechoslovakia had already begun in May 1945 what has been called “wild expulsions“ of the Germans living on their respective borders with Germany and with Austria.
The movement of the Sudetan Germans into Germany was a forced migration. Moreover, the occupying authorities controlled and organized their settlement as well. In July 1945, for example, the Soviet military administration prohibited any further settlement in Saxony. The American authorities meanwhile tried to separate the newcomers into different villages of the American occupation zone, in order to prevent them from having political gatherings. But the concrete application of their directives was chiefly a matter of the German administration, which remained in place after the foundation of the Republic in 1949.



A. Definitions of the integration 

While the Allies considered the best solution to be the assimilation of German expellees, the Federal Republic of Germany declared that it wanted to preserve their respective cultural difference.

1. Assimilation
When they agreed in November 1945 on the Soviet proposal that the expellees would be sent in organized transports into the three occupation zones,  France had refused to take expellees into its occupying zone until 1947 because the government was afraid of a concentration of German population at its borders. the Allies then began to consider the transfer of these Germans less as a purely military matter and more as a great task for the reorganization of the country. The prevailing idea was that the integration of the expellees would not be a significant problem because they were, after all, Germans. No definitive solution was found for the formidable problems surrounding the issues of housing, the sharing of resources and employment in the British and in the American zones. These were left for the new Federal state. 

On the other side of the Iron curtain, the soviet authorities, already by the end of 1947, started forcing the German socialist unified party (SED) to restrict the special administration handling the expellees and to begin considering them like any other inhabitants. Instead of calling them “refugees“ (Flüchtlinge) as the populace had done, or “expellees“ (Vertriebene) as West Germany had always done, they applied the weaker term Umsiedler or “removed (displaced) people“. The newcomers had to adjust themselves to a society in revolution. As the Section of Removed People at the Work and Social Protection Ministry of the Land Saxony very clearly expressed in May 1947, “Umsiedler are all Germans whose former place of residence lies beyond the present borders of Germany and within the borders which were established after the 12th  of March, 1938. The reason for their having abandoned the residence is of no relevance. (...) The assimilation process is the process of naturalization (Einbürgerung). Naturalization means the insertion of one population group into the other“.  Regional Archive of Dresden, Work and Social Protection Ministry, box 418, Main section „Removed people“, section „naturalization“, „Begriffsbestimmung Umsiedler, Neubürger u.s.w.“ of the 23th May, 1947. 
This publication puts an end to the problem regarding the nationality of the newcomers. They were considered as German citizens and, therefore, put on equal footing with the other inhabitants. When they needed some help, they received it because they were poor, not because they were expellees.

2. Integration vs. Assimilation ? 
In the Federal Republic, the term “assimilation“ was charged with negative connotations partly in opposition to East Germany.  Peter-Heinz Seraphim, Die Heimatvertriebenen in der Sowjetischen Besatzungszone, Bonn 1955. Assimilation was spoken of as a synonym of standardization. The word “Eingliederung“ was chosen. The word Glied means “member“, “sich eingliedern“ (to integrate) is therefore to become a limb of the national body. It evokes an organic process, which occurs without losing the particularity of the different constituents.
The FRG claimed it had preserved the cultural identity, meaning the collective memories of the expellees. Yet this was done in the same manner as the movement of “Heimat“ which helped the integration of different regions at the end of the 19th century. The regional characteristics had to show a connection to the whole and were accepted as local variations of a wider German identity.  Alon Confino, "The Nation as a Local Metaphor : Heimat, National Memory and the German Empire, 1871-1918", in : „History and Memory. Studies in Representation of the Past“ (Tel Aviv), 1993/5, pp. 42-86. Their common history had to be taught in the schools. The folk groups from the East and those in the West German territory were presented as being from the same family.  Monika Glettler (ed.), Landtagsreden zur bayerischen Vertriebenenpolitik 1946-1950, Munich (Sudetan Archive) 1993, Supplement 396, p. 588. The fact that these particularities were often signs of cultural cross-pollination with the Slav neighbours was left unspoken. The aim of this policy was, as in East Germany, an attempt to create a new society without gaping differences between natives and newcomers, which could have been a political danger. Nevertheless, the first hurdle was economic concerns. In order to avert strong dissatisfactions among the expellees, priority during the integration process was given to these above other matters.


B. The economic frame in favour of the expellees

The expellees constituted a very large and poor population. Those who left their region before the Potsdam conference could, at best, take only one or two bags with them. Following the Allies´ agreement at the conference, the expellees should, theoretically, have been transported out in such a way that each person could take 50 kg of belongings as well as necessary bedding and cooking supplies. Those few who were able to take some money with them in the wake of the expulsion ended up losing it during the monetary reform of 1948. After their foundation, both states, which were in competition with each other, instituted economic measures designed to improve the expellees´ condition. These, in combination with the economic growth of the 1950s, caused their extreme poverty to disappear slowly.

Of the two sides, the Soviet zone was the first to take the initiative. Already by January 1945, the German communists in exile adjusted their project for an agrarian reform in order to make place for the refugees. The reform occurred during the latter half of the year and, at its end, also provided about 91 000 “Umsiedler“ and their families with smallholdings. Indeed, 36% of former peasants among the forced migrants were provided with property ; by 1950 they would amount to 43.3 % of the “new farmers“ (Neubauer).  Wolfgang Meinicke, „Die Bodenreform und die Vertriebenen in der Sowjetischen Besatzungszone“, in : Arnd Bauerkämper (ed.), „Junkerland in Bauernhand“ ? Durchführung, Auswirkungen und Stellenwert der Bodenreform in der Sowjetischen Besatzungszone, Stuttgart (Franz Steiner)1996, p. 137 sq. 
However, this measure and a subsequent law in 1950, known as the “Law for removed people (Umsiedlergesetz)“, were not solely reserved for this group of the population. Rather, they incorporated the expellees within a wider attempt at a restructuring of the society and the solving of social problems. A special aid program was instituted in 1950 when the GDR recognized its borders with Poland, a move that also cancelled any hope of return for the expellees from Silesia. The program of 400 million East marks provided various financial supports such as credits which had to be paid back until 1953.  Michael Schwartz, "`Ablenkungsmanöver der Reaktion´. Der verhinderte Lastenausgleich in der SBZ/DDR", in : Deutschland-Archiv, 1999/3, page 407. The program’s other means were subordinated to the state’s leading projects, such as keeping members of highly qualified professions (Intelligenz) in the GDR. There is no evidence that grants targeted first for the education of young expellees were ever given out simply because the student was an expellee. All of my interviewees who had studied said that the state supported them only because their parents were workers or peasants, or for another reason which fit the GDR´s ideology.

Although the expellees´ misery in the Western zones was no less than in the Soviet one, the British and Americans did not take any special measures in order to integrate better the expellees into society and especially into economic life. So as to avoid volatile confrontations with the native population, they simply let the Germans manage it on their own. Thoughts about reappropriation of wealth first came with the monetary reform of 1948. At the same time, there was a greater public awareness of the widening gap between refugees, who possessed nothing, and the natives, who could, for example, run a black market. Nevertheless, the expellees began to help themselves. Persons who served in a political capacity at their former residence now tried to influence local politics on behalf of their fellow expellees. Some of their earliest successes were at the regional “Offices for the Refugees“ (Flüchtlingsämter). Their labours helped to create a series of regional laws in 1948-1949, which aided the expellees.  In so far as politics itself became a field of integration for the expellees, according to the expression of Ulrich Haerendel, „Die Politik der `Eingliederung´in den Westzonen und der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Das Flüchtlingsproblem zwischen Grundsatzentscheidungen und Verwatlungspraxis“, in : Dierk Hoffmann, Marita Krauss, Michael Schwartz, Vertriebene in Deutschland. Interdisziplinäre Ergebnisse und Forschungsperspektiven, Munich (Oldenbourg) 2000, p. 133. 
After 1948, the expellees were permitted to organize themselves into associations. In discussion with them, the Parliament of the Federal Republic of Germany passed in May, 1952, an ambitious law aimed at facilitating the integration process. It called for the transfer of approximately 134 billion deutsch marks over the next four decades. The law set up for the balancing out of war burdens (Lastenausgleichgesetz or LAG) was certainly intended for all German war victims such as refugees from bombed areas, yet the principal beneficiaries were the expellees. The purpose of the law was debated for a long time between the deputies of the Social-Democratic party and those of the Christian-Democratic party.  Christoph Klessmann, Die doppelte Staatsgründung, Göttingen (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht) 1986, p. 242. Had the law only to aid the opportunity of a new life without making differences between the expellees ? Or should it replace the lost property of the house- and shop-owners ? The compromise, which was voted for, followed more the second orientation. The chief measure allowed the newcomers to get a sum of money in proportion to the property they had lost in the East. This indemnity could be a rent for old people, or a credit for buying a shop or a new house.










II. Social Consequences of Economic Policies


“Fuß fassen” (Becoming established)

The acceptance of these measures by the expellees has still not been studied.   U. Haerendel, „Die Politik der `Eingliederung´“, p. 121, note 60.  For the Sudetans I met, the two episodes, which symbolize active integration politics, are the Agrarian Reform in the East and the Lastenausgleich in the West. 
The last one is generally considered to be an advantage to the “Western“ Sudetan Germans, because “the beneficiaries could build a house“. But people often forget that one of the first consequences of the law was that it partly restored old hierarchies. Especially for the medium-sized and larger farmers, the possibility of building a house thanks to the credits granted seems to have been a major factor of satisfaction. Craftsmen of modest means or poor peasants did not have this advantage. However, a house in the FGR could not replace a farm. Most of my interviewees - who were almost all sons or daughters of peasants, and most of the time middle-income peasants - said something similar as Mrs. Christel M. (born in 1932 in Braunau, living in Bavaria) : “And my cousin, she received a field as a result of the agrarian reform. She was so proud to be able to work the land again... But it was not for very long. After a few years it was made into a collective“. 
The pride of again having a holding can be explained using different factors. Perhaps the closest reason, which accounts for all people who worked in agriculture is that, contrary to a teacher or an engineer, the peasant had to own some land to work on and cannot use his knowledge in any other area. That is the reason why the expression, which came up again and again in the interviews with former peasants, is very concrete : the first thing they wanted when they arrived was to “become established“. In German : Fuß fassen or “to fasten your feet (on the ground)“. The resonance with the agrarian reform was then great among the Sudetan expellees who came into the Soviet zone. It has been explained that the SED took this measure in order to win the votes of the expellees ; it was not a success because the rural regions concerned still voted for the Eastern Christian-Democrats more than for the Socialist party  Arnd Bauerkämper, „Die vorgetäuschte Integration. Die Auswirkungen der Bodenreform und Flüchtlingssiedlung auf die berufliche Eingliederung von Vertriebenen in die Landwirtschaft in Deutschland 1945-1960“, in : Dierk Hoffmann et al., Geglückte Integration? Spezifika und Vergleichbarkeiten der Vertriebenen-Eingliederung in der SBZ/DDR, 1999, p. 211.. 

Nevertheless this measure helped to stabilize a part of the population. The most often quoted reason why my interviewees did not leave for Western Germany before 1961 was that, after having met the obligation to take care of their parents - parents who might also have had a house they would inherit - they had a piece of land and sometimes had built a house (the Neubauer often received some loan support to build in the fifties). 
Therefore it does not come as a surprise to hear that these two measures, the Agrarian Reform and the LAG, have been a very important sign for almost all the persons I met. The Sudetans received then a concrete sign that the authorities engaged themselves in their behalf. The following story shows that even the Agrarian Reform was accepted as a special help for the expellees. In 1991, the government gave each former expellee 4,000 DM as indemnification or as late Lastenausgleich. The distribution was organized by the Federation of the Expellees in Bonn. Two of my interviewees thought that they did not have any right to this distribution, because they had already got what they called an indemnification - i.e. a piece of land through the agrarian reform.  On the other hand, one younger (55 years) interviewee of Bavaria who did not exactly know what the Lastenausgleich was, heard from his Eastern cousins that they have received this just as expellees and asked the same for himself, without success. A final episode of fifty years of envy among expellees regarding the mirage of the Lastenausgleich ! The confidence of the Sudetans, perhaps not in a special party, but in the state as well had grew strongly. This was not a won thing at the beginning.


B. Loyalty to the State ?

According to the interviews I was able to do, the state belonging of my interviewees was not so clear in 1945 as it would have been supposed. Almost all indicated that they - or their parents, if they were too young - thought that they would be Czechoslovakian citizens again. The new government in Prague was often expected to reinstate the law and order (this was usually not the case). The relationship to the state, which seems to have been dominant - especially perhaps in the rural German population – was described to me by a women from a little village near Georgswalde (North Bohemia). She was born in 1931 in a peasant family with 12 hectares land, what represented a middle income. She said : “Why did they [the Czechs] kick us out ? It was a bad business for them. We would have work - the Germans do worked hard - we would have paid taxes...“. 
Although the family of the woman, like most Sudetan Germans, had applauded the annexion of their region to the Reich, the Czechoslovakian state is portrayed here as perhaps greedy but certainly not unbearable. The participation of the Sudetans in the Nazi dictatorship and primarily in the destruction of the first Czechoslovakian Republic demanded, of course, reparations. Yet the reparations which are thought about here are in “work” and “taxes” - which would allow, when the debt is paid, the living of a normal live again. Indeed the relationships, which are sketched out here, remain in the frame of the pact between the state and its citizens. The expulsion signalled the brutal end of this conception. It crowned the system of insecurity in which the Germans (and Hungarian) inhabitants were held and was established by many decrees of the chief of the provisional government and former president of Czechoslovakia, Edvard Beneš. Both groups were no longer Czechoslovakian citizens, all their possessions were confiscated and they could be hurt, robbed or killed by Czech people without fear of being brought to trouble. 

This loss of basic confidence in the state appears in the interview with Mr. M., born in 1931 in Schönau in a peasant family, which possessed 20 hectares, and now living in Bavaria. We were speaking about the youth of Mr. and Mrs. M. (who also comes from a family of similar wealth). “The worst was the lack of perspective“, said Mr. M. I misunderstood him and thought he was speaking about his time in the Eastern German Land of Mecklenburg, in a region in which it was hard to find an apprenticeship. I thought that this feeling especially was the reason why he came to West Germany, but he assured me that it was not the case. Instead, he came to his betrothed wife (they knew each other from Schönau). He had even to repeat in the West the instruction he had received already with the train company in the GDR. “No, he said, I was speaking about Czechoslovakia, this lack of legal security.” Most of my interview partner could not understand too that the degradation of whole groups had been proscribed by the law. “In Mecklenburg, it wasn´t the same... In Czechoslovakia it was impossible to make a living. You couldn´t learn a trade, you couldn´t hope to work anywhere other than in the lowest position“. The situation he described for himself was exactly the same in fact. But the essential difference was that the legal framework assured him equality in Germany and not in Czechoslovakia. 

This experience obviously led most of the Sudetan Germans to lose any confidence they might still have had in the Czechoslovakian state. On their side, both German states managed to make a new pact with them when they made a concrete policy for them : Agrarian Reform or Lastenausgleich. Both laws enjoyed a similar high consideration among expellees, and certainly helped create a feeling of belonging. 


C. Separated citizenships

One of the most important factors in the integration of migrant population is the equality of rights with the natives. This equality is often fulfilled with the allocation of the nationality. Nevertheless, the fact must be stressed that the important thing for both states was that the expellees were Germans and spoke German. It appears that the granting of the citizenship (Staatsbürgerschaft) was not yet the expression of a conception of the nation, but rather a practical matter in order to give a frame to the integration. The citizenship was less a mark of the sovereignty of the state, but based on the old principle of German nationalism of language and cultural community. 
However, the citizenship became an issue between the two states in the fifties, when GDR began to try to close its frontier with West Germany. This was evident especially for the Germans who had stayed on in Poland and Czechoslovakia. The German-speaking workers of Czechoslovakia, who did not want to take Czechoslovakian citizenship, were still stateless. At the end of the fifties, the East German authorities tried to win them over towards the GDR-citizenship, but without a lot of success. For example, for the Germans of Braunau/Broumov, the core of their group emigrated at the beginning of the sixties to West Germany, despite an attempt from members of the East German embassy to convince them to become GDR-citizens.  Foreign Office of the GDR (Berlin), box A 2551 (Probleme der rechtlichen, politischen und sozialen Stellung der DDR-Bürger in der Tschechoslowakei und der tschechischen Bürger deutscher Nationalität 1953-1961) , p. 171 : „travel into the Kreise Broumov and Náchod from the 3d to the 5th April, 1960“. This effort was one aspect of East German politics to tighten the identification of the nationals to the state and the territory within. This culminated with the building of the Berlin wall in 1961. 

Both states were then completely separated from each other. The sixties were also the period in which the largest part of the integration process was performed. The question is, how did this integration work in daily life. For the Sudetan Germans; the biggest difference they had with the natives was their place of birth. Consequently, their acceptance of the new society can be analysed by whether they mentioned where they had came from.


III. Sudetan Identity and Integration

This integration process that I deal with here occurred essentially in the work place, as working gave a social framework to reform social identities. This had already been demonstrated in other cases, for example the changing of loyalty of former Hitlerian youth members.  Gabriele Rosenthal, (ed.) Die Hitlerjugend-Generation. Biographische Thematisierung als Vergangenheitsbewältigung, Essen (die Blaue Eule) 1986, pp. 399-400. The initial argument about the integration of the Sudetan Germans was that they were better able to integrate into the FRG because they could speak openly about their origin. 


A. Working as a Sudetan in West Germany

Hans-Peter J. was born in Moravia in 1931 and now lives in Bavaria. He was mishandled severely during the expulsion as a potential nazi partisan, although he was only fourteen. After coming to the FGR, he studied economics and was employed by the firm Siemens, which was expanding at the time. He had a brilliant career at the Munich Konzern. Most of my other interviewees who came into Bavaria also worked for Siemens. I always experienced the same reaction when I asked them if there were some Sudetan meetings, or such other fellow countrymen’s organizations in the firm, because there were so many expellees from Czechoslovakia or Silesia employed by Siemens. Each time my interviewees denied it strenuously, with almost the same straight face and insisted that “As far as Siemens was concerned, it was not a matter to be discussed”. Hans-Peter J. had the same views. He compared the firm to an army in which he was one of the lower ranking officers. Indeed, most of the executives had fought in the Second World War. He added : “I won’t say… If the lesser ranking officer from Siemens in Erlangen was once in a business meeting at another office in Traunreut and if he noticed that the smaller officer of Traunreut had a Sudetan accent, he would have asked him after work where he came from. And perhaps the other person would have replied : `Are you here alone ? Do you like to play bowls ? I have two Sudetan mates here and we meet at the bowling alley. Would you like to join us ?´” 
In other words : in the FRG the Sudetan origin was reserved for the free time. It could not have any relevance at work and had to be ignored during the day. This suppression was possible because the person felt recruited as in a war. All personal matters had to be subordinated to the greater cause, which was the progression of the firm. An interesting point is that it was not really possible for me to find out how my interviewers identified themselves to the Federal Republic of Germany, but their application to their work was often very committed. It is probably possible to compare both because the FRG defined and still defines itself mainly as a country with a successful economic policy. It could lead to the conclusion that an important side of the Sudetan Germans’ loyalty to their new society was to forget their origin, if it could have been perceived as an attempt to handicap the economic growth. I could not find a lot of contradiction. Even the ambitious new foundations of Sudetan Germans like Neu-Gablonz in Bavaria, who wanted to save their old identity, justified themselves with their industrial production, i.e. their contribution to the general wealth.


B. An East German Taboo ?

Hilde K. was also used to consider her “work place as a fight place“, quoting a well-known slogan of the GDR. She was born in 1935 in Schönau and came with her family into Thuringia in 1945. She married another Sudetan German and worked in the same electric works for most of her life. She had “a lot of social activities” in the factory ; she became a Brigadier or leader of a team and was a member of the Socialist party SED. I was then quite surprised when she told me that “Of course, all [the team members] knew that I came from the Sudetan. – And what did they think about it ? – Not a lot. All knew that I was against what we had to suffer. It wasn’t all correct, I felt it, and I made my views known.” 
Hilde K. asserts having expressed without difficulty one of the most repressed topics in the GDR, which was the expulsion of the Germans, made by Czechoslovakia, one of the “brother countries” of the Warsaw pact. Where then was the “taboo zone” of the GDR concerning the expellees ?
An expression which is always repeated by the Sudetans I have met is that it was „not wished“ (unerwünscht) to speak about their origin. Only a few say that it was directly forbidden. And indeed it was : in the fifties the SED began a massive repression of the people who claimed it and tried to meet each other. But the word “wish“ makes one think that the expellees themselves could have in fact agreed with the politics of the state. The expellees in Federal Germany were a negative topic of the public information of Eastern Germany. They were always depicted as “revengeful“, as war-doers. The influence of their organizations was considered proof of the aggressive intentions of the government against Eastern Europe. In so far as the assertion of being an expellee soon became a negative reference not only for the SED but also for the population. The connection between “it was not wished“ and “we would have been called revengeful“ is a common place in the interviews and shows that this association was widely internalised.
Yet the meanings of Hilde K. show that there were some places where it was possible to speak about a Sudetan origin. The examples of the places mentioned by my interviewees outside of the close family were on the street (with neighbours) , in the zoo, after work and sometimes during work. My thesis is that the interdiction of a coalition by the GDR could have been over-evaluated. Some of the old people who wanted to meet other expellees, could do it when they travelled to Western Germany to a Sudetan meeting. This was because the retired persons were able to visit the West. I think the origin was not so important for the GDR, especially after having closed its frontiers in 1961. It was this frontier, which became the real taboo. Hilde K. evoked her whole numerous family, with the exception of one brother. He came to West Germany before 1961, which put the rest of the family in a difficult position, especially those who were SED-members. The repression of the family relationship occurred for her in the same way as it did for Hans-Peter J. concerning his origin within his firm. She told me that she lived at the border between the GDR and West Germany, and that her sister was employed by the army and her brothers as policemen. She felt that she had to break contact with her brother who lived in the FRG. 

In her case, the origin was not such a serious matter as it was for the family on the Western side. This was the case for a lot of the Sudetan Germans that I had met. Because some of them had been transferred to the Soviet occupation zone, and others to the American sector, they often had relatives on the opposite side of the Iron curtain. The contact with the West happened often through family, especially for the people who could not receive Western television. The taboo here was less about the Sudetan birthplace – which could be visited since the opening of the GDR-Czechoslovakian frontiers in the early sixties – but more about the East-West frontier. Silence about it and about the relatives on the other side meant acceptance of the GDR.
Not all the Sudetans shared this view regarding the relationship with the FRG. All the contradictors I met were Catholics. For example I interviewed some members of a local section of the Sudetan German association Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft which was founded in 1992 in a small town in Saxony. They all originated from the same area, just on the other side of the Czech-German frontier. Before 1989, the church gave them the possibility to socialize with each other. Their critical views against the GDR seem to have been reinforced by the feeling of belonging to Catholicism ; most of the Sudetan Germans were Catholics whilst the majority of the native population was protestant. They showed little understanding for a frontier between both states, because “the people are always the same” and regretted not having had the possibility to meet their relatives before 1989. This means that the lesser the origin and the more the relationship with the FRG, was a key point for the acceptance or the rejection of the GDR.




Conclusion

The aim of the study of this integration process from the point of view of the persons concerned is to understand how the core definitions of the new society were accepted. The first condition of integration of the Sudetan Germans into the FRG and into the GDR after their expulsion from Czechoslovakia was equal rights with the native population. Then the Agrarian Reform in East Germany and the law of Lastenausgleich in West Germany were interpreted as a concrete sign of the state’s interest for them. The redefinition of their identity occurred, especially in public life, within the framework of the state and under the form of mobilization. In both German states the Sudetans I was able to interview accepted to repress a part of their origin in order to adjust themselves to the core of the state’s project. For the Western ones it was the economic growth and for the others, the frontier with the West. 


